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IfifNf,glIBI 0F THE DECUARATT0NS l.rADE BY r.rR BR0CK AND r,rR HAFERKAT,TP

Brock:
tlellr perhaps I can just very briefly state that r',e have had a
good and very thorough discussion of our difficulties and both
parties explained our domestic aa well as our international
difficulties end opportunities. I don t have a great deal to
eayr v{e have had a very thorough discussion about mutual
difficulties and we will have continuing conyersations on a
number of these issues over the coming weeks.

Qu eet ion:
What made you
youD schedule

divert to come
to come here?

here in the first place, to break

Br ock 3

Well, I thought that it wes important we continue and the
closeness of our contacts; we have enormous mutual interests, the
need for both the European Community and the United States to
act with full understanding of each other s probleme is obvious
and we have much to gain by working as closely aa we possibly
can.

Question:
Ambassador, how come you keep, feeding Russia with grain and ask
Europeans to stop buying gasr ien t that a more anti-European
than anti-Soviet operation?

Brock i :
We made our position reasonably clearr wB are concerned that the
Soviets have seized the Iast several years in which to engage in
the largest arms build-up in the history of mankind. That has
forced us to e.xpend resources on defence that we would prefer to
expend on ttie Uetterment of our people and it is the position of
my government that we should not by government action on either
side of the Atlantic offer them below market credit or other
opportunities for the further development of their military
might. And it is a matter of some concepn that we would hope to
be able to work more closely in a eommon policy in this area.

Questions Can the US reconsider the decision on gaz technology?

Brock:
I think the dec'lsion has been maderm I don t know any discussion
of reconsideration, taht was not a matter of converaation this
morning, I t'hink both of uii were trying to explain to each other
what our respective positions wBr€.

Question:
l{hat wilI
i nc reaseg

be
1n

the consequences if the EEC
trade credit charges sought

doesn t agree to the
by the U5?
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Br ock :
Uet me make the distinetion between the provision of the low
market intereet rates for credit to the Sovlets in that precise
instance of East/tlest trade and the larger question of below
market credit generally, which u,e have tried to address with the
0ECD arrangement under which we have been operating for the last
seven and a half months now. We had hoped that we could reach an
accommodation, a compromise uras offered by the Chairman of the
Committee about 6 weeks agor that has been under constant
discussion since that time. I don t know what the final decision
of the European Community will be on the subject, I gather that
decision has not yet been made, but it is, I think, true that
the United States feels very stronglyrand I think most of the
member countries of the arrangement feel very stronglyr that
there has been an exeessive amount of eredit granted below
market, and that the subsidy contained therein is having a trade
'tistorting effect. l{hat would happen if the agreement is not
reached? I think we 11 have'to wait and seer because right now I
hope very much that we can reach an accommodation on the
problem.

Qu e st ion:
Did you discuss any way out for the countervailing duties on
steel?

Br ock !
Hellr w€ did not discuss specific proposals that would be
different from those vre have discussed in prior meetings. Both
of us; I think, have an interest in resolving what is obviously
a very serious and contentious igsue, but we have not resolved
the question, we stil1 have the same position' I think.

Quest ion:
Do you expect retaliatory actions from the Cormunity?

Brock c

No, I don t think either of us believes that retaliation is an
appropriate.tsctic between friends on any of the subjects. There
are very strong feelings on both sides on the merit of the issue
and I think that we have to respect the fact that both of us
have different views on some of these questions.

Qu es t ion:
Sir, do you think that the' decision for the countervailing
duties is an appropriate gesture between friends?
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Br ock :
We believe that the cases were resolved in a feshion that
reflects not just US 1aw but ouD international agreements that
subsidies for the purpose of enhancing exports are not consonant
with our international agreementsr we understand and reapect the
need for restructuring of the industry here, there are similar
problems in the United States, but the caaes u,ere decided on the
merit of the presentation'and not on the basis of some new
interpretation of rules. t{e believe that we have tried very hard
to be consistent with the rules of the GATT and we will continue
to do that.

Question:
0n what legal basis can the US stop the export of
technology to Soviet Russia for the pipeline even
constructed on license by European firms?

hi 9h
if it is

Brock 3 .

l{e have a legal authority to constrain the exploitation of US
teehnology. tle can enforce that on our domestic firms obviously;
and if that technology i8 then licensed we can withdraw from
those firms the opportunity to lieense.

Questionl
(on embargo restrictions against the Soviet Union)

the whole concept of
existing contracts.

to be settled
is contested

to decide.

This seems to go against
grandfathering and dealing with

Br ock 3

That is the question that would have
which I am not one, but if thd matter
that would be a matter for the court

by Iawyers of
in the courts

Qu est i on:
..... in reletionb with
and ask questions later

Europe for the Ameri
in this way?

canS to shoot first

r9 your
at these

Br ock B

I really don't accept the premise of the question, I think we
have had this discussion for many many months nov, and have been
unable to resolve some of the differences, but friends do have
differences on occa'sion, there are sincere differences, there
are honourable differences and when you have those circumstances
ariser you try to solve the problem as best you can in an
amicable fashion.

Quest ion:
You are not a lawyer but you are a politician' What
judgment? A few.days after Versailles we are already
two big questions between Europe and the US?

Brock:
I think it
the last t5
have never
fundamental
re Lat i onsh i p

is fair to state that on any number of occasions in
years we have had differencesr those differencea

and wiIl not have a negative impact upon the
relationship which we value and which is the most important

we have in the worLd.
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Haferkamp:
t{e appreciate very much that Ambassador Brock made it possible to
be here for a few hours, that we had the poesibility of
discussion. We expressed our concern of the cumulation of
difficulties: steel r agpicultural questions, pipeline questions
and others, but we agreed that we will tackle all these problems
on their own merits. }{e continue to discuss this in the spirit
and with the objective to find solutions. You know the
declaration decided upon yesterday by our CounciI, some of the
questions will be brought from our side to GATT and others we
wiIl continue to discuss biIateraIIy, and ure are convinced that
in this way we can avoid that the difficulties become greater
and, to say it the other way round, I am sure that we can find
solutions maybe; that will not be an easy task but it is our
firm conviction that we must deploy major eflforts to do so.

End of declarations

Regards,
M. SantareIli MEUR

NB! Apart from those dectarations, no comments nor othel statements were given
to the press in BrusseLs. Mr Brock started hjs visit with a breakfast working
session with Vice-Presidents Davignon and Haferkamp. He then foILowed up
taLks with President Thorn in the company of Vice-President Davignon and
fjnaLLy'aLso had a conversation session with Sir Roy Denman. We remind
you of tuestlayrs statement on both the steet and Siberian gas issues which
was formatLy adopted by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs in Luxembourg and
Vice-President Davignonrs remarks. at the end of this Counci[ ,meeting.


